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1. Let 2 be a compact space and p f 0 a positive Radon measure on 2. 
Let Mz(Z, CL) be the Banach algebra of all bounded real-valued p-measurable 
functions defined on 2, endowed with the norm ft+ llfljco = supzEz I f(z) 1 . 
Let C,(Z) be the subalgebra of Mg(.Z, p) consisting of all continuous func- 
tions on Z. For two functions f and g defined on Z we shall write f = g 
whenever f and g coincide almost everywhere. 
A mapping p : M,“(Z, CL) + Mg(Z, CL) is a lifting of Mg(Z, p) if: 
(1) f(f) =f; 
(II) f = g implies r(f) = p(g); 
(III) p(1) = 1; 
(IV) f 3 0 implies p(f) > 0; 
(V Pbf + r&9 = v(f) + hm 
(VI) Aft?) = P(f) P(g)* 
There is always a lifting of M,“(Z, p).l 
Let now X be another compact space and h : z ++ h, a mapping of Z into 
the cone of positive Radon measures on X. For each f E C,(II) denote by 
(f, h) the mapping z H (f, h,). We write 
if for every f E C&X), Cf, A) E MRm(Z P> and p(<f, A>) = (ft A>- 
* This paper was written under contract DA-31-124-AROD- with the U. S. 
Army Research Office, Durham, N. C. The results of this paper were obtained in the 
fall of 1963. 
1 See C. Ionescu Tulcea, “On the lifting property and disintegration of measures.” 
Address delivered before the Chicago Meeting of the Society on April 9, 1965 (Bull. 
AMS, 1965, Vol. 71, p. 829-42.) 
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2. We shall prove now the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let T = A x B fuhere A and B are compact spaces, p a 
positive Radon measure on T of total mass one, PB the canonical projection of T 
onto B and v = P&L). Then there is a mapping )I : b I-+ Aa of B into the cone 
of positive Radon measures on T such that: 
1.1) (u, A) E M,“(B, V) for every u E C,(T) and each X, , b E B, has total 
mass one; 
1.2) Supp A, C P,-l({b)) for each b E B; 
1.3) &g(u, h) dv = fTu(g o PB) dp for every u E C,(T) and g E C,(B). 
For each f E C,(A) consider the mapping 
Pf z&T++ 
f 
Tf (a) g(b) dda, 4 ; 
then pf is a linear mapping of C,(B) into R and 
I pAg> I < llf IL 1, I g(b) I 44, b) = llf IL ~(1 g I) (1) 
for everyg E C,(B). Hence pf is a Radon measure on B, absolutely continuous 
with respect to v. We deduce that, for each f E C,(A), there is a v-integrable 
function p(f) : b c-pb( f) such that, for every g E C,(B), we have 
pfk) = s, kdb) pb(f > dv(b)- 
Moreover (1) implies that 1 pb( f) 1 < 1) f /Juo almost everywhere (we may 
suppose that I pdf) I G !If IL everywhere on B). Let now p be a lifting of 
M,“(B, V) and, for each f E C,(A), let ( f, TT) be the mapping of B into R 
defined by 
<.f, n> = P(P(f))- 
If we write rb( f) = (f, T> (b) for f E C,(A), then nl, is a positive Radon 
measure on A for each b E B and 
JBg(b) < f, nb> dvU4 = lBf (a) g(b) 44a, b) (2) 
for all f E C,(A), g E C,(B). Moreover 
IBM (1, Tb> dv(Q = ~Tg(b) Ma, Q = ~Bg(b) Wd 
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for every g E C,(B), whence (1, nl,> :z 1 everywhere on B (we use here the 
fact that p(n) 7: v). 
For each b E B let 
A, = 716 g Cb . 
Then, if f E C,(A), g E C,(B), lz E C,(B), we have 
jBg(b) h(b) ( f, rb) Wb) = j,f 0 W, b) g(b) 4&b). 
If u is a finite sum CioJfj @ hj , with fj E C,(A) and hi E C,(B), we deduce 
j, g(b) <u, hJ W4 = j, ~(a, 4 g(b) 44, b) (3) 
for every g E C,(B). Henceforth, since every u E C,(T) is uniform limit of 
such “finite sums” we obtain that formula (3) is valid for every g E C,(B) 
and u E C,(T). 
From the construction of the mapping h : b t+ & of B into the cone of 
positive Radon measures on T it follows immediately that 1.1) is satisfied. 
Formula (3) above gives 1.3). To deduce 1.2) it is enough to remark that 
(Proposition 2, [l], Chap. III, p. 94-95). 
SUpph, = SUPP xb X SUPP Eb = SUPP~Q, X {b) CA X {b} = p;;‘({b)), 
for each b E B. Therefore Theorem 1 is proved. 
REMARKS. 1. Concerning Theorem 1 see also Appendix A.11, [2], 
p. 793-794. 2. Formula (2) above is a generalization of Proposition 6, [3]. If 
A is metrizable then r : b ++ nb is measurable, when M,(A) is endowed with 
the topology a(M,(A), C,(A)) (Proposition 13, [l], Chap. VI, p. 21-22). We 
deduce then that there is a sequence (Kn)neN of disjoint compact parts of B 
such that 
Y u K, =I@); 
t ) 
(4) 
TEN 
rr j K, is continuous. (5) 
We deduce easily that X 1 K, is continuous, when AIR(T) is endowed with 
the topology o(M~( T), C,(T)). It is enough, in fact, to remark that the map- 
ping b t> Ab(f @ h) = rrb(f). /z(b) is continuous, for every f E C,(A), 
h E C,(B) and that the set of all linear combinations of functions of the form 
f @ h is dense in C,(T). 
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3, We shall prove now the following result due to Gabriel Mokobodzki: 
THEOREM 2 (Mokobodzki). Let T = A x B, where A is compact and 
met&able and B compact, S a subcompact of T, p’ a positive Radon 
measure on S of total mass one, p = PB 1 S and v’ = p(p). Then there is a 
mapping h’ : b H & of B into the cone of positive Radon measures on S such that : 
2.1) (u, A’) E M;(B, v’) f or every u E C,(S) and XL has total mass one for 
each b Ed; 
2.2) Supp hi Cp-l((b}) for each b E B; 
2.3) sBg(u, A’) dv’ = js u(g o p) dp‘for every u E CR(S) andg E C,(B). 
Let i be the canonical injection of S into T and p - j($); remark that 
P&J) = p($). By Theorem I there is a mapping X : b +-+ A, of B into the 
cone of positive Radon measures on T verifying l.l), 1.2) and 1.3). We 
shall show below that: 
(*) There is a v’-negligible set A, C B such that Supp A, C S for b $ A, . 
Once (*) is proved we may suppose (modifying eventually h on a v’negli- 
gible set) that Supp A, C S for all 6 Ed. Let now AL = the restriction of 
A, to S, for each b E B. Then hi has total mass one for every b EP(S) and 
Supp hi C S n Supp hb C S n PiI( = p-l({b}) 
for every b E B. Let now I( E C’,(S); then there is 6 E C,(T) such that 
u = zi 1 S. Since (u”, hb) = (u, Ai) for b Ed we deduce that A’ satisfies 
2.1) and 2.2). If g E C,(B) and u E C,(S) we have (zi E C,(T) is such that 
22 1 s = u) 
1 
B 
g(u, A’) dv’ = IBg(ii, h) dv’ = j zi(g o PB) dp = j, u(g o p) d/i. 
T 
Hence A’ satisfies also 2.3) and hence to prove completely the Theorem it 
remains to prove (*). 
Let (KJ,d be the sequence of disjoint compact parts of B satisfying (4) 
and (5) of remark 2 above; then Xl& is continuous for each n E N. Define 
(v'IKn is the restriction of v’ to the compact K,) 
A, = B - u Supp(v’lK,J 
TEN 
and remark that the set A, is v’-negligible. 
z&26/2-10 
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Let now h E C,(T) such that Supp h C T - S. Using 1.3) and the fact 
that Supp p C S we deduce that 
! g(h, A) dv’ = 0 B 
for every function g E C’,(B), w h ence (h, A,) = 0 almost everywhere on B. 
Since (h, A) is equal to zero almost everywhere for v’ it follows that, for each 
rz E IV, the restriction of this mapping to K, is equal to zero almost everywhere 
for v’jK%; since this restriction is continuous it follows that it is zero at 
every point belonging to Supp (v’IKJ and therefore zero at every point 
belonging to B - A, . Since h was arbitrary (except for the conditions 
h E C,(T) and Supp h C T - S) we deduce that Supp A, C S if b E B - A, . 
Henceforth (*) is proved and therefore Theorem 2 is completely proved. 
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